Asbestos related malignancy and the Cairns hypothesis

The hypothesis
Natural selection between individual organisms, leading to survival of the fittest, may be beneficial for the species. Growth and survival within the tissues of each organism must, however, be coordinated; competition for survival between cells within one organism is the pathway to a malignancy. During the life of the average person, some $10^{16}$ cell divisions take place. It is accepted that most mutations arise during DNA replication with a spontaneous mutation rate of the order of $10^{-6}$ per gene per cell division. It seems probable that some of the vast number of mutations occurring during a lifetime might release the mutated cell from some of the normal restraints on cell multiplication. This would confer a survival advantage that in time could lead to tumour formation. Because of this a protective mechanism is likely to have evolved which would reduce the probability of such "fitter" cells arising.

After giving this outline, Cairns suggested three possible features of the protective mechanism: firstly, the preservation of the stem cell—"the immortal cell"—with further cell division taking place in the daughter cells that are destined to be discarded; secondly, within stem cells, the preservation of the original DNA strand—"the immortal strand"—after cell division, whereas the newly formed strand is passed to the daughter cell; thirdly, the existence of a spatial arrangement that would restrict competition. Since the original paper appeared there has been increasing support for the hypothesis and, independently, for the stem cell model of neoplasia, and chronic cell proliferation that would disrupt the protective mechanism, predisposing to malignancy.

Asbestos appears to pose the opposite problem. Exposure to airborne asbestos leads in some circumstances to lung cancer and (with the possible exception of chrysotile) mesothelioma. But it is not a mutagen, and attempts to establish a mechanism whereby it can directly produce malignant transformation in bronchial epithelium or mesothelium have either failed completely or have required unrealistic in vitro conditions. Particularly, most of the ingenious methods proposed do not meet the conditions of dose, durability, and dimension found to be prerequisites for tumour development in vivo. Dimension is a particular difficulty. Asbestos per se is not carcinogenic, but only asbestos exceeding a certain length. The evidence in experimental animals, with some support from human epidemiology, is compelling that fibres shorter than 5 μ are neither fibrogenic nor carcinogenic.

The pathogenesis of asbestosis
A consensus exists that asbestosis (diffuse interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, DIPF) results from the effect of mediators released by lung macrophages after incomplete phagocytosis; Alveolar macrophages produce many mediators, including lysosomal enzymes, active oxygen metabolites, and growth factors. When released in sufficiently large quantities, some mediators may cause damage to the epithelium. Others may trigger fibroblast and epithelial proliferation. But whereas inflammatory changes in the lung produced by the interaction of macrophages and short fibres have been shown to be transient, fibres too long to be completely ingested may produce lifelong effects. The DIPF and controlled proliferation of epithelium with loss of alveolar architecture arise directly from this chronic release of mediators. Asbestos is not fatally toxic to macrophages, and fibres incompletely ingested by one macrophage may be taken up by another when the first one dies, thus continuing the cycle.

The effects of macrophage mediators on the surrounding tissues depend on the quantity released. Macrophages are modulating agents capable of producing fibrinolysis and fibrogenesis, and fibrogenesis will only predominate when the fibre burden is excessive. A threshold effect is therefore implied in this fibrinolysis-fibrinogenesis balance, and in man a threshold for cumulative exposure of 25 fibre/ml years (the product of duration and intensity) below which clinical asbestosis will not appear has been generally accepted.
Lung cancer and asbestosis
Excess production of fibroblast growth factors by macrophages is accompanied by excess production of epithelial growth factors. The resultant uncontrolled proliferation leading to loss of alveolar structure, metaplasia and adenosis development, and ultimately neoplasia, has been traced in detail. This accords with disruption of the protective mechanism suggested by Cairns. It also economises in hypotheses, postulating only one single pathological effect of asbestos—namely, the release of macrophage mediators following incomplete phagocytosis.

Powerful evidence that no additional carcinogenic action specific to asbestos is needed comes from studies of DIPF from other causes. In cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis the histological picture may be indistinguishable from asbestosis apart from the absence of excess asbestos bodies or fibres, and patients suffering from this disease, or from DIPF secondary to other systemic diseases, show a greatly increased incidence of lung cancer.

If asbestosis and asbestos related lung cancer are both consequences of excess growth factors, fibrosis and malignancy should run in parallel, although the threshold level of exposure for each need not be the same. Evidence for this parallel relation has been recently reviewed, and since then two studies specifically designed to test the hypothesis have been reported; both found positive evidence that lung cancer risk was only increased in the presence of radiological or pathological evidence of asbestosis.

The relative risk for lung cancer in subjects with asbestosis who also smoke is more than additive. This is predictable from the Cairns hypothesis. If the carcinogens in cigarette smoke have caused DNA damage to large numbers of lung epithelial cells, chronic proliferation of some of these cells will more readily result in the expression of malignancy than from both mechanisms independently. Asbestos is then acting as a classical promoter on already initiated cells. “Mitogenesis increases mutagenesis.”

Asbestos and mesothelioma
Although some relation between asbestosis and lung cancer is increasingly accepted, its essential nature has been doubted because exposure to asbestos may cause mesothelioma without asbestosis. Evidence now indicates, however, that mesotheliomas may arise in a pathological setting similar to that giving rise to asbestosis related lung cancer.

Even when directly implanted, fibres must be longer than 5 μ to produce mesotheliomas. Other evidence confirming an intermediate mechanism rather than direct carcinogenicity includes inflammatory change preceding mesothelioma development, the existence of a threshold, dose response lengthening of the latent period, and the by now well established finding that a wide range of non-asbestos fibres of comparable dimensions will also produce mesotheliomas after implantation.

INFLAMMATORY CHANGE
Stanton et al in 1981 suggested the importance of hypotheses in which the progenitor of the cancer cell is not directly affected by the fibre; they noted particularly the abundant collagen in the preneoplastic scars. Suzuki and Koyama found fibrosis as a precondition of mesothelioma induction by implanted minerals. It has been shown (JMG Davis, personal communication) that if amosite is injected intraperitoneally in several doses (a procedure which increases the inflammatory response) more mesotheliomas result than if the same total dose is given as a single injection. In the man the main group of non-fibre related mesotheliomas thought to be associated with identified causes such as radiation, tuberculosis, or empyema, are all associated with chronic inflammatory change.

The deduction from these findings seems to be that the presence of phagocytic cells is an integral part of the process, and that the carcinogenic action of asbestos cannot result from a direct effect on the genome. The histological changes that occur after implantation of fibres in experimental animals up to the development of mesothelial tumours have recently been described in detail. The descriptions provide strong evidence for the sequence of inflammation, localised destruction of tissue structure, participation of subserosal cells (almost certainly mesothelial stem cells), and chronic proliferation leading to invasive development.

EVIDENCE OF A THRESHOLD
Epidemiological evidence supports the existence of an exposure level to fibre below which mesotheliomas are not induced. A review of evidence from animals and man suggests a threshold in the region of five fibres/ml-years for exposure to amphibole asbestos. This is nearly an order of magnitude lower than that suggested for asbestosis and lung cancer, due perhaps to the lower resistance to malignant transformation of mesothelium, which has not evolved to withstand chronic insult to the same extent as epithelium. In animals threshold levels can be deduced from both inhalation and implantation experiments.

Despite the greatly increased use of asbestos since 1940, trends in mortality from mesothelioma from several countries show no evidence of increase due to environmental exposure. Examinations of lung burdens of two groups exposed to tremolite have found higher fibre concentrations in the hazardous size range without detectable excess of mesotheliomas.
LENGTHENING OF THE LATENT PERIOD

Perhaps the most crucial experimental evidence concerns the latent period. Four research groups have independently reported that when the dose of injected fibre is reduced, not only is the number of mesotheliomas reduced but also the average latent period before malignant transformation takes place is lengthened. Such a situation is incompatible with any role for asbestos as an initiator, but is what would be predicted by the Cairns hypothesis, as the time scale and intensity of chronic proliferation would, through macrophage mediation, be directly related to dose. This is perhaps why chrysotile is rarely associated with mesothelioma in man although it is known to reach the pleura; its tendency to fragment, and thereby to permit complete ingestion by macrophages would prevent it from causing sufficient chronic proliferation.

Conclusion

The evidence suggests that asbestososis, lung cancer, and mesothelioma result from the single pathological effect of long fibres, which cause release of macrophage mediators after incomplete ingestion. The malignant changes do not result from direct genotoxic action. The probability of their development after exposure to asbestos (or other respirable durable fibre) of appropriate dimensions is subject to threshold and dose response effects.

Both the histology and the course of development of mesothelioma in experimental animals suggest that neoplastic change originates in stem cells after chronic proliferation and destruction of the normal tissue architecture. The last two features are also identifiable in the development of lung cancer. Taken with the failure to identify a chemical cause, the development of mesothelioma after implantation of a wide range of non-asbestos durable fibres, and the excess lung cancer that occurs with DIPF unrelated to asbestos exposure, the evidence is consistent with the attribution of asbestos related malignancy to a disruption of the natural mechanism for protection from harmful mutations arising during cell division as suggested by Cairns.
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